Contributions of Aage Møller in the study of the cochlear nucleus.
At a time when little was known about processing in the auditory system, Aage Møller undertook an extensive investigation of the response properties of cochlear nucleus (CN) neurons. With an excellent background in physiological acoustics and a command of computational techniques he systematically explored neural tuning, rate-level functions, and receptive fields of CN neurons using microelectrode recordings. He chose to employ more natural stimuli than just pure tones and employed a variety of stimuli consisting of tones, clicks, noise, amplitude- and frequency-modulated signals to document both intensity and temporal response characteristics. The response to noise stimuli was quantified using linear systems analysis which was very innovative at that time. By choosing to perform the studies in the white rat rather than cat, he provided important comparative data on this first center of the central auditory system. Over a span of ten years he provided a significant body of observations of CN units properties that has rarely been equaled.